ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Loci for which alleles differ primarily due to variable number of tandem repeats (VNTR; Reference 14) of a "core" DNA sequence [including minisatellite (8, 9) , microsatellite (11) and simple sequence repeat (21) loci] are often extremely polymorphic. VNTR multilocus probes simultaneously reveal alleles at several different loci (8, 17) and have been used to examine population genetics characteristics of several organisms (e.g., References 1, 3, 5 and 19) . The GELSTATS computer program was designed to facilitate such studies by providing selected population genetics parameters based on VNTR multilocus probe data. GELSTATS calculates a wider range of parameters than previous programs [e.g., SIM (1) for analyzing similarity or ThumbPrint (3) for heterozygosity] and also uses, as described in the next section, nonparametric analyses for assessing the statistical significance of differences in similarity between populations. It offers an alternative to the approaches of Lynch (12, 13) .
GELSTATS analyses depend on several assumptions (detailed in the README file accompanying the program), including: (i) bands with the same migration distance are identical alleles at one locus; and (ii) bands are transmitted in a Mendelian fashion [several studies have now shown that, for the most part, bands are transmitted this way (e.g., References 2, 4, 18 and 23)]. In calculations involving estimated allele frequencies and heterozygosities, it is assumed that populations are in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium at each locus.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Traits for multilocus VNTR marker analyses are population bands (probed endonuclease DNA fragments appearing in autoradiographs or chemilumigraphs), and each individual is scored for the presence [1] or absence [0] of each population band. Thus, data sets submitted to GELSTATS include population band profiles for all individuals, each of which is coded as to population membership. The README file includes information on data collection, on American Standard Code for Information Interchange (ASCII) file data input, on creation of an ASCII output file that can be converted for use with statistical and word-processing programs, and on other practical and theoretical details of the program.
Data analyses include the following features. In the initial GELSTATS analysis, a list is provided of polymorphic population bands that are redundant and thus may be completely linked (all and only those individuals having one population band also have the "linked" band). Redundant cases of such putative, completely linked bands can be removed in subsequent analyses to examine how inclusion of such bands affects results (retention would give extra weight to such a locus). Care must be taken to determine whether reported completely linked bands are in fact due to clonal growth (e.g., in plants, multiple samplings of ramets of one clonally spreading genet in which a unique population band occurs). . This similarity matrix can be imported into other statistical packages (i.e., see example below). The program computes, for each designated group, for all possible pair-wise comparisons of individuals between groups, and for the whole data set, both the average interindividual similarity (s -) and an estimate of the probability (s -x -) that two individuals randomly chosen from a group will have identical banding patterns (9) .
Allele frequency (p) for each population band is estimated (according to References 10 and 20) both within each group and across all individuals. These frequencies are used to estimate the number of loci (L) and heterozygosities (H) for groups and across all individuals (calculated according to both References 10 and 20) .
Permutation tests (6) are conducted by GELSTATS to explore whether groups differ in the following: (i) average number of bands per individual; (ii) average within-group interindividual similarity; and (iii) average within-group interindividual similarity vs. average between-group interindividual similarity. All of these tests take the same form, and more details are given in the README file. In general, for a particular permutation test of whether two groups differ, the value of the statistic being tested is computed for one group (the target group). Then, individuals are drawn, without replacement, at random from both groups to construct a "randomized" group the same size as the target group. For each randomized group, the "statistic of interest" is computed. By default, 5000 randomized groups are so analyzed (this default value can be changed), and the fraction of all the randomized groups that yield values of the statistic more extreme than that observed for the target group is used as a "p-value" for assessing whether the two groups differ in the "statistic of interest".
For any two populations, the permutation tests for similarity comparisons include three types of tests. First tested is whether similarity within one group differs from that in another group. Note that it is possible for two groups to have exactly the same level of similarity but simultaneously be completely genetically differentiated in population markers (e.g., within each group, all members share all bands, but no bands are shared between the groups). To test the degree of genetic differentiation, two further permutation tests are conducted: one in which the level of similarity within one group is compared to similarity for intergroup comparisons, and another in which similarity for the other group is compared to the intergroup comparisons. In the latter two tests, the degree to which within-group similarities exceed between-group similarities reflects the degree to which populations are genetically differentiated.
To examine whether the levels of heterozygosity estimated for two populations differ, a jackknife (22) resampling test is conducted in which heterozygosity is calculated for subgroups of each population. Subgroups are of size n-2, where n is the size of the population, randomly drawn from each population without replacement. The n-2 subgroup size is used to increase the number of possible representative subgroup comparisons possible. Such resampling comparisons between populations are conducted 5000 times (by default; a different number can be specified) with a "p-value" reported that is the fraction of the comparisons where one population has a heterozygosity greater than the other.
The nonparametric tests used by GELSTATS offer advantages over several other statistical approaches for the analysis of VNTR data sets (6) . Tests using complex statistics with unknown sampling distributions (for example, H, which estimates heterozygosity) can be performed without requiring large sample sizes. Groups of unequal size or with unequal numbers of bands can be analyzed. Permutation tests avoid the problems of dependency discussed by Lynch (12, 13) , are frequently more powerful than rank-based, nonparametric tests and generally produce exact probabilities (6). 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A data set was analyzed with GELSTATS to demonstrate selected features of the program and to show how GEL -STATS permutation tests of similarity compare with analyses of the same similarity matrices using the nonmetric multidimensional scaling (MDS) module of SYSTAT (Reference 25; the README file gives instructions for importing similarity matrices calculated by GELSTATS into SYSTAT). The data set includes the combined data from Tables 4-6 Results of GELSTATS within and between group similarity tests are given in Table 1 . Note that although average similarities within groups differ slightly, these values are not sig - nificantly different. However, as noted above, groups can have equal levels of within-group similarity and yet be genetically differentiated. An examination of the within-group vs. between-group similarity permutation tests reveals that only those tests involving the G group indicate genetic differentiation has occurred (note tests with asterisks), while differentiation is not detected in any comparisons among the A, C or H groups.
The latter points are supported by SYSTAT MDS analysis of the same GELSTATS similarity matrix. Figure 1 shows the placement of individual whales in the first two dimensions of the MDS analysis (accounting for 81.8% of the variance after 20 iterations with stress stabilizing at 0.15). Note that, in agreement with the permutation tests of similarity, the only group that is clearly differentiated is the G group. The above examples demonstrate some of the types of data analyses possible with GELSTATS and show that the permutation tests can be used in conjunction with previously utilized tests (e.g., MDS) to further interpret data. Hopefully, GELSTATS will facilitate analyses of VNTR multilocus probe genetic data at the population level. The program and the supporting README file are available as GELSTATS.ZIPat ftp.uc.edu .
